The "ravelength modulation-spectra for the five temperatures in theregions: of the E 1 doublet peak and the E 2 major peak are shown in Fig. 1 . The p0sitions of the peaks and valleys of the reflectivity are given by the zeroes of the modulated spectra. The temperature shifts of the E 1 and E 2 peaks are plotted in Figure. 2.
To calculate the theoretical temperature dependence of the GaAs spectruro,·it is necessary to know the electronic band structure, the transitions vrhich cause the reflectivity peaks, the thermal expansion
function,. and the phonon spectrum of the crystals. The band structure of GaAs is obtained by the empirical pseudopotential method, ( 2 ) the agreement is not as good; the thear etically calculated E 2 peak is 0.17 eV below.the corresponding experimental peak. In addition, the L critical point is 0.06 eV below t~e theo~etical E 2 peak. Consequently, the theoretically calculated L critical point ~ies 0.2J eV below the experimental E 2 peak. We have therefore introduced a corresponding shift in Figure 2 , since it is the temperature dependence of the L critical point that is actually calculated •.
The principal factors governing the temperature dependence of the reflectivity spectrum are the the~mal expansion of the crystal arid the thermal vibrations of the nuclei (the Bebye-Waller effect). Since an expanded lattice reduces the average potential seen by an electron, the energy splittings . (6) . between the bands are generally smaller at higher temperatures and the posi-.
tions of the reflectivity peaks shift to lower energies. The temperature dependence of the lattice constant is obtained from the thermal expansion function for Ga.As. ( 7 ) The lattice constants used at 5 1 SO, 150, 225, and 300°K are the Debye-Waller effect reduces the energy splittings and causes the reflec .. tivity peaks to shift to lower ,energies. The Debye-Waller factor can be calculated from the experimental P,honon spectrum, and since this calculation is greatly s:iinplified for a monatomic crystal, we have used the phonon spectrum of germanium instead of GaAse This is a reasonable approximation because the GaAs phonon spectrum is nearly identical to that of germanium, and the average density of Ga.As is the same as that of germanium to within 0.5%. Accordingly, we use an expression given by Blackman(9) for a monatomic crystal:
where •. X= hV/kT, p(v) is the density of phonon modes fO'Ir Ge,(10)
G is a reciprocal lattice. vector, and m is the mass of the nucleus. The values of (W/G 2 ) .we obtain by using Eq. (1) . 'tw ·~ .
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